SCREENSOLVE (SSO038)
Main Characteristics
Product Characteristics
Liquid/Clear Colour
Instruction for use
For washing up and decoating screens
z Clean both sides of the screen with a rag soaked in Screensolve to remove all ink residues.
z Rinse off the screen with water to remove the solvent.
z Apply Screenstrip solution on the both sides of the screen.
z For stubborn stains, reapply the Screenstrip solution and then rinse the screen with water.
z To remove light stains apply Screensolve thoroughly on both sides of the wet screen.
z Allow to react for about three to five minutes.
z Rinse off thoroughly with water before using a high-pressure water gun and allow the screen to dry.
For stain removal from screens
z Apply Screensolve (1 part) to the srceen with a rag and add Screenpaste (1 part) to both sides of the mesh using a brush.
z Mix the two products in a circular motion, working the mixture into the screen.
z Allow the screen to stand for 15 minutes.
z Longer periods can damage polyester mesh.
z Rinse off thoroughly with water before using a high-pressure water gun and allow the screen to dry.

Features
z
z
z

For the removal of ink residues and mesh stains,
Use with screenpaste helps remove ghost images and other stains caused during screen printing.
Enhanced performance when use with Screenpaste.

Standard Packing
25 Kg, 5 ltr and 1 ltr

Safety and Handling
z
z
z

SSO038 should be used with care. Wear suitable PPE, for example, appropriate gloves and safety glasses.
Should be stored away from children.
Comprehensive information on the Safety and Handling of Screensolve in Safety Data Sheet.
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Storage
z
z
z

Screensolve should be stored in a cool dry place, in a solvent cabinet.
Replace lid after use.
SSO038 can be stored for 36 months.
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The information and recommendations contained in this Product information sheet, as well as technical advice otherwise given by representatives of our Company, whether
verbally or in writing, are based on our present knowledge and believed to be accurate. However, no guarantee regarding their accuracy is given as we cannot cover
or anticipate every possible application of our products because manufacturing methods, printing stocks and other materials vary. For the same reason our products
are sold without warranty and or condition that users shall make their own tests to satisfy themselves that they will meet fully their particular requirements. Our policy
of continuous product improvement might make some of the information contained in this Product information sheet out of date and users are requested to ensure that
they follow current recommendations.

